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What Is Brushing?
If you’ve received a shipment through the post office or private couriers like UPS, FedEx, or
the equivalent services in your country, that you didn’t order, you might be puzzled.
Maybe you were even further confused by the sheer randomness of what the shipment
contained.
I’ve received vegetable peelers, motion-activated toilet bowl lights, flashlights, stickers,
perfume atomizers, combs, beard balms, iPhone cases, smartphone car mounts, sunglasses,
mouthguards, can openers, selfie sticks, letter openers, dish brushes, and other random
small and cheap products I never ordered.

The answer to “Why am I receiving all these things I didn’t order?” is “brushing.”
If you’ve never heard of it, you certainly wouldn’t be alone. Unlike some of the
more old-fashioned scams out there—like mailing the victim a fraudulent
invoice—brushing is a relatively new kind of fraud.

Online storefronts with multiple sellers, such as Amazon.com, are intensely
competitive. In an environment where hundreds, if not thousands, of online
sellers are all trying to sell the same thing—hair brushes, jar openers, dog
leashes, you name it—standing out from the crowd is the key to getting in front
of consumers and making money.
And what better way to get in front of consumers than to have a 5-star rating
and a best-seller slot, putting your product right in front of shoppers?

This is where the brushing scam comes in. The entire crux of the scam hinges on the
fact that the product has to actually be purchased and shipped to juice the seller’s
stats. These days fake reviews from un-verified purchasers just don’t cut it.

Unscrupulous sellers will buy their own products and ship them to addresses in the
region they wish to boost their sales. That alone juices their sales numbers. Then, in
most cases, they will also leave a review for the product giving it five stars and a
positive written review.
Once they’ve done so enough times, the listing takes on a life of its own. Regular
shoppers see a product with thousands of positive reviews, and they buy it because
it stands out from other products that only have hundreds of reviews and lack a
solid 5-star rating.

What Should You Do With the Unsolicited Package?
In the United States, you have no obligation to do anything—including pay for—unsolicited deliveries.
So if you actually want whatever the random thing is you got in the mail, feel free to use it. Maybe the universe really wants you to have that
motion-activated toilet bowl light. And hey, if you lucked out and got a free potato peeler, that’s a win.
Though if the random thing in the mail is food, pet treats, cosmetics, or seeds, we recommend disposing of them. Consuming random things that
come in the mail or planting unidentified seeds is a bad idea.
You can also, if you’re feeling particularly motivated, contact the seller platform the package was shipped through to flag the seller as a potential
brushing scammer.
In the end, the biggest takeaway isn’t that you should worry about your identity being stolen or whether or not you have to pay for the random
product, but that you should take online reviews with a grain of salt because fake reviews are rampant.

Traffers threat: The invisible thieves

What is a traffer?
Traffers — from the Russian word “Траффер,” also referred to as “worker” — are cybercriminals
responsible for redirecting Internet users network traffic to malicious content that they operate, this
content being malware most of the time.

Traffers are generally organized as teams and compromise websites in order to hook the traffic and
bring the visitors to malicious content. They might also build websites serving the same purpose.

The “lolz Guru” underground forum in particular shows constant new creation of traffers teams,
every month of 2022 seeing between five and 22 new traffers teams

What are traffer team methods?
The biggest activity from traffers consists of redirecting Internet users to malware,
90% of which consists of information stealers.
The information stolen by the malware can be valid credentials for online services,
mailboxes, cryptocurrencies wallets or credit card information. All of those are
called logs.
The team administrators do sell those logs to other cybercriminals who exploit this
data for financial gain.

How to protect yourself from traffers
This threat is highly related to malware and may target individuals as much as
companies. Deploy security solutions and antivirus solutions on all endpoints and
servers of the company.
Operating systems and all software should also be kept up to date and patched to
prevent them from being infected by the exploitation of a common vulnerability.
Users should be trained to detect phishing threats and to avoid at any case using
cracked software or tools.
Multi-factor authentication should be used whenever possible.
A traffer checking for the validity of stolen credentials might just drop it if it is
unusable without a second authentication channel.

Tech support scam targets PC users

When things go wrong with our computers, it’s nice to think that we can rely on
professionals to help us out. Unfortunately, it’s not that simple.
Best Buy’s Geek Squad is among the most popular tech support services,
making it a ripe target for scammers. Have you received an email from the
company? Don’t open it or click any links in the message.
Scammers don’t just use email to find new victims. They are placing
advertisements in Microsoft Edge’s newsfeed to redirect potential victims to
tech support scams.

Scammers are going after Edge
Microsoft Edge is the default browser on Windows. StatCounter lists it as the third most
popular browser, after Chrome and Safari. +
Of course, this means the sharks are circling. Cybersecurity researchers
at Malwarebytes discovered that crooks are inserting ads onto the Edge home page to lure
people with shocking and strange stories, complete with clickbait headlines. The scheme has
been running for at least two months.
If you click on one of the malicious ads, the code checks for a few things on your computer,
such as location and whether or not you’re using a virtual private network.
You get sent to a decoy page if you’re not deemed worthy of being scammed. Otherwise,
you’re sent to a tech support scam page.

“Tech support” page

There’s a phone number to contact “Microsoft Support.” If you call the number, scammers will try to convince you to let them access your computer.
Once they’re in, they’ll tell you that you need to pay for their services to fix a problem (which doesn’t exist).
The moral of the story here: Be very careful where you click, and don’t call any tech support numbers without verifying the authenticity.

Protect yourself from these scams

There is an endless trove of scams out there, with more added all the time. Follow these steps to stay safe:










Safeguard your information – Never give out personal data if you don’t know the sender of a
text or email or can’t verify their identity. Criminals only need your name, email address and
telephone number to rip you off.
Always use 2FA – Use two-factor authentication (2FA) for better security whenever available.
Clickbait headlines — Sensational wording in headlines and captions is a red flag. Nothing is
“shocking” or “bizarre” enough to take the risk of falling victim to a scam.
Avoid links and attachments – Don’t click on links or attachments you receive in unsolicited
emails. They could be malicious and infect your device with malware and/or steal sensitive
information.
Antivirus is vital – Always have a trusted antivirus program updated and running on all your
devices.

The scams seniors fall for most – And how to spot them

Tons of scams happen every day. But according to the latest statistics from the FBI’s 2021 Elder Fraud Report,
scams involving people over 50 increased dramatically over the last year.
The FBI thinks that things are likely much worse than their report indicates. One reason is that seniors are less
likely to report fraud (only 20% over 70). In comparison, 44% of people in their 20s and 30s report fraud.
In worrying trends, the FBI points out that in 2021:


Over 92,000 victims were older than 60.



It amounted to $1.7 billion in losses.



The losses increased by 74% compared to 2020.



The average victim over 60 lost $1,800 per scam.



3,100 victims lost more than $100,000 to scams.

Here are some of the most common scams that seniors fall victim to.

Tech support
This is the most-reported kind of scam that targets older citizens. Through malicious email
attachments or pop-ups on a website, they usually inform the user of a problem with their
computer.
To fix it, they must dial a provided phone number or a link they need to click. Unfortunately, the
number goes to a fraudulent call center, or the link goes to a malicious site that can steal sensitive
information or infect their device with malware.
The aim is to convince the victim to pay for expensive antivirus software. Sometimes, the scammers
request full access to the victim’s computer. This is incredibly dangerous as they can steal personal
information without the victim noticing and install malware from afar.
FBI warning: Tech support scammers continue to impersonate
well-known tech companies, offering to fix non-existent
technology issues or renew fraudulent software or security
subscriptions. Don’t fall for it. If you pay for this supposed
antivirus software, you’ll be handing over money to thieves and
your machine won’t be protected.

Confidence fraud/romance scams
Preying on seniors’ loneliness, scammers often target single people with fake identities to win over
their affection and confidence. This scam usually takes a few weeks to materialize, but the goal is to
ask for increasingly more significant sums of money.

FBI warning: Scam artists often say they are in the military or a
trades-based industry engaged in projects outside the U.S. That
makes it easier to avoid meeting in person — and more
plausible when they request money be sent overseas for a
medical emergency or unexpected legal fee.

Government impersonation
In these scams, criminals typically pretend to be from a government agency. While the
backstory to their call or email varies, it usually ends in demanding money.
In some scenarios, criminals tell the victims they must pay a fee for missing jury duty or
to take care of an outstanding warrant. In others, scammers pretend to be utility
workers and need to confirm your personal details, which you should never give them.

FBI warning: The criminals often extort victims with threats of
physical or financial harm to obtain personally identifiable
information. The subjects generally demand prepaid cards,
wire transfers, or cash.

How to avoid falling victim to scams
Scams come in many forms. The best way to stay protected is to know how to spot them in advance. Here are some
tips to avoid falling victim to scams:









Safeguard your information – Never give out personal data if you don’t know the sender of a text or email or
can’t verify their identity. Criminals only need your name, email address and telephone number to rip you off.
Always use 2FA – Use two-factor authentication (2FA) for better security whenever available.
Clickbait headlines — Sensational wording in headlines and captions is a red flag. Nothing is “shocking” or
“bizarre” enough to take the risk of falling victim to a scam.
Avoid links and attachments – Don’t click on links or attachments you receive in unsolicited emails. They could be
malicious and infect your device with malware and/or steal sensitive information.
Antivirus is vital – Always have a trusted antivirus program updated and running on all your devices.
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